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One of my clients, a designing consultancy in London are looking to bring in an exceptional

Structural Engineer with at least 5 years experience to assist with a recent boom in

projects.The role offers excellent career progression opportunities to strong performing

candidates, within a friendly and professional team that is proud of the quality of the service

it delivers to its clients.Responsibilities:Contribute significantly and meaningfully to the

successful delivery of UK projects across their lifecycles: from feasibility/options

assessments to detailed design, construction, commissioning, and handover support,

working as part of a team delivering high quality, detailed Innovative and creative designs,

using the relevant 3D software packages for drawings and specifications and design guidance

notes, deliver high quality written reports for internal and external audiences, you will be liaising

with Architects, clients, and the rest of the design team, ensuring that efficient and

integrated structural solutions are produced on all projects, work across boundaries, presenting

ideas and designs confidently and fluently, internally and externally as required.Knowledge,

Skills and Experience:Have a relevant Civil or Structural Engineering degree, you are able

to show experience of working with British Standards, have excellent verbal and written

communication skills, the ability to deliver complex and technical information to engineers

and non-engineers alike, exceptional planning, organisational and time management skills,

with the capability to balance tasks and prioritise to meet tight deadlines, excellent team

players and have a proactive and positive attitude towards working on, and delivering,

projects on time and to budget.Employee Benefits:-Competitive salary and benefits package-

Annual salary reviews-Holiday allowance of 26 days (rising to 31 days) in addition to bank
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holidays-Training and development-ICE Training Agreement-Client facing and to run

exciting and varied projects-Undertaking business development and marketing activities-Fast

tracked career progression for the right dynamic candidatesPlease contact me on

anashet@skilledcareers.co.uk to discuss further.
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